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1. Introduction

“There exist many robots who faithfully execute given programs describing the way of image recognition, action planning, control and so forth. Can we call them intelligent robots?” In this chapter, the author who has had the above skepticism describes the possibility of the emergence of intelligence or higher functions by the combination of Reinforcement Learning (RL) and a Neural Network (NN), reviewing his works up to now.

2. What is necessary in emergence of intelligence(1)(2)

If one student solves a very difficult problem without any difficulties facing a blackboard in a classroom, he/she looks very intelligent. However, if the student wrote the solution just as his/her mother had directed to him/her, the student cannot answer questions about the solution process, and cannot solve even similar or easier problems. Further interaction shows up less flexibility in his/her knowledge. When we see a humanoid robot is walking fast and smoothly, or when we see a communication robot responds appropriately to our talking, the robot looks an existence with intelligence. However, until now, the author has never met a robot who looks intelligent even after a long interaction with it. Why can’t we provide enough knowledge for a robot to be really intelligent like humans?

When we compare the processing system between humans and robots, a big difference can be noticed easily. Our brain is massively parallel and cohesively flexible, while the robot process is usually modularized, sequential and not so flexible as shown in Fig. 1. As mentioned later, the massive parallelism and cohesive flexibility seem the origin of our very flexible behaviors considering many factors simultaneously without suffering from the “Frame Problem”(3)(4). The keys to figuring out the cause of the big difference are “modularization” and “consciousness”, the author thinks.

When we survey the brain research and robotics research, we notice that the common fundamental strategy “functional modularization” lies in both. In the brain research, identification of the role of each area or region seems to be its destination. While, in the robotics research, the process is divided into some functional modules, such as recognition and control, and by sophisticating each functional module, high-functionality is realized in total.

At present, each developed function does not seem so flexible. Furthermore, as for the higher functions, unlike recognition that is located close to sensors, and unlike control that is located close to actuators, they are not located close to sensors or actuators. Therefore, either “what
are the inputs” or “what are the outputs” is not predefined, and the both have to be designed by humans. However, since in higher functions such as language acquisition and formation of novel concept, very flexible function acquisition is required, it is difficult to decide even what are the inputs or what are the outputs in advance. Then the flexibility is deeply impaired when some definition of inputs and outputs are given. Accordingly, it is very difficult to develop a flexible higher function separately. The fundamental problem seems to lie in the isolation of each function from the system according to the “functional modularization” approach.

Why do we manage to modularize the entire process? It seems natural that researchers think the brain is too big to understand or develop. The fact that the brain seems to be divided into some areas by some major sulci probably promotes the modularization especially in the brain research. However, the author focuses on another more fundamental reason. That is the gap between the “brain” and “consciousness”. It is said that the brain is a massively parallel system consisted of tens of billions or a hundred billion of neurons. We can see many reports showing that the flexibility of the brain is beyond expectation(5). Among them, a recent report is very impressive that the neuronal circuit remodeling for recovery after stroke spreads to the contralateral cortical hemisphere(6). On the other hand, our “consciousness” that is generated in the “brain” is sequential and its representation seems linguistic. So, it is difficult to represent and understand the function of the brain exactly as a massively parallel and very flexible system. Then by seeing the brain or brain functions through the frame of functional module, we reduce the amount of information, and try to understand it roughly by representing it linguistically. Thus, in the robot process that is designed in our conscious world, the functional modules are usually arranged in series as shown in Fig. 1. Accordingly, it is thought to be impossible to understand the brain completely as long as through consciousness. However, since we do not notice the subconscious massively parallel processing directly, but notice only what we can see through consciousness, we cannot help but consider what we understand through the consciousness is all the processes that the brain
is doing. We assume that since the brain is “doing”, the brain must be able to “understand” what the brain is doing. Then we expect that the brain will be understood by understanding each module individually, and also expect that human-like robots will be developed by building-block of sophisticated functional modules.

The existence of subconscious processes is undisputed even from the fact that the response of each “orientation selectivity cell” cannot be perceived. The phenomena such as “optical illusion” or “choice blindness”(7) can be considered as a result of the gap between “brain” and “consciousness”. When we walk up non-moving escalator stairs, although we understand that the escalator is not moving, we feel very strange as if we are pushed forward. This suggests the existence of subconscious compensation for the influence of escalator motion that occurs only when we are on an escalator. When we type a keyboard, many types of mistypings surprise us: neighbor key typing, character-order confusing, similar-pronunciation typing, similar-meaning word confusion and so forth. That suggests that our brain processing is more parallel than we think though we assume it difficult for our brain to consider many things in parallel because our consciousness is not parallel but sequential.

Even though imaging and electrical recording of brain activities might provide us sufficient information to understand the exact brain function, we would not be able to understand it by our sequential consciousness. The same output as our brain produces may be reproduced from the information, but complete reconstruction including flexibility is difficult to be realized, and without “understanding”, “transfer” to robots must be impossible.

From the above discussion, in the research of intelligence or higher-functions, it is essential to notice that understanding the brain exactly or developing human-like robots based on the biased understanding is impossible. We have to drastically change the direction of research. That is the first point of this chapter. Furthermore, to realize the comprehensive human-like process including the subconscious one, it is required to introduce a massively parallel and very flexible learning system that can learn in harmony as a whole. This is the second point.

Unlike the conventional sequential systems, Brooks advocated to introduce a parallel architecture and “Subsumption architecture” has been proposed(8). The agile and flexible motion produced by the architecture has made a certain role to avoid the “Frame Problem”(3)(4). However, he claimed the importance of understanding of complicated systems by the decomposition of them into parts. He suggests that functional modules called “layer” are arranged in parallel, and interfaces between layers are designed. However, as he mentioned by himself, the difficulties in interface design and scalability towards complicated systems are standing against us as a big wall.

Thinking again what a robot process should be, it should generate appropriate actuator outputs for achieving some purpose referring to its sensor signals; that is “optimization” of the process from sensors to actuators under some criterion. If, as mentioned, the understanding through “consciousness” is limited actually, by prioritizing human understanding, it constrains robot’s functions and diminishes its flexibility unexpectedly.

For example, in action planning of robots or in explaining human arm movement(9), the term “desired trajectory” appears very often. The author thinks that the concept of “desired trajectory” emerges for human understanding. As the above example of the virtual force perceived on non-moving escalators, even for motion control, subconscious parallel and flexible processing must be performed in our human brain. In the case of human arm movement, commands for muscle fibers are the final output. So the entire process to move an arm is the process from sensors to muscle fibers. The inputs include not only the signals
from muscle spindles, but also visual signals and so on, and the final commands should be produced by considering many factors in parallel. Our brain is so intelligent that the concept of “desired trajectory” is yielded to understand the motion control easily through “consciousness”, and the method of feedback control to achieve the desired trajectory has been developed. The author believes that the direct learning of the final actuator commands using a parallel learning system with many sensor inputs leads to acquisition of more flexible control from the viewpoint of the degrees of freedom. The author knows that the approach of giving a desired trajectory to each servo motor makes the design of biped robot walking easy, and actually, the author has not yet realized that a biped robot learns appropriate final motor commands for walking using non-servo motors. Nevertheless, the author conjectures that to realize flexible and agile motion control, a parallel learning system that learns appropriate final actuator commands is required. The feedback control does not need the desired trajectories, but needs the utilization of sensor signals to generate appropriate motions. That should be included in the parallel processing that is acquired or modified through learning. Unless humans develop a robot’s process manually, “optimization” of the process should be put before “understandability” for humans. To generate better behaviors under given sensor signals, appropriate recognition from these sensor signals and memorization of necessary information also should be required. Accordingly, the optimization is not just “optimization of parameters”, but as a result, it has a possibility that a variety of functions emerge as necessary. If the optimization is the purpose of the system, avoiding the freedom and flexibility being spoiled by human interference, harmonious “optimization” of the whole system under a uniform criterion is preferable. However, if the optimized system works only for the past experienced situations and does not work for future unknown situations, learning has no meaning. We will never receive exactly the same sensor signals as those we receive now. Nevertheless, in many cases, by making use of our past experiences, we can behave appropriately. This is our very superior ability, and it is essential to realize the ability to develop a robot with human-like intelligence. For that, the key issue is “abstraction” and “generalization” on the abstract space.

It is difficult to define the “abstraction” exactly, but it can be taken as extraction of important information and compression by cutting out unnecessary information. By ignoring trivial differences, the acquired knowledge becomes valid for other similar situations. Brooks has stated that “abstraction” is the essence of intelligence and the hard part of the problems being solved(8). For example, when we let a robot learn to hit back a tennis ball, first we may provide the position and size of the ball in the camera image to the robot. It is an essence of intelligence to discover that such information is important, but we usually provide it to the robot peremptorily. Suppose that to return the serve exactly as the robot intends, it is important to consider a subtle movement of the opponent’s racket in his/her serve motion. It is difficult to discover the fact through learning from a huge amount of sensor signals. However, if the images are preprocessed and only the ball position and size in the image are extracted and given, there is no way left for the robot to discover the importance of opponent movement by itself. As an alternative, if all pieces of information are given, it is inevitable to introduce a parallel and flexible system in which learning enables to extract meaningful information from huge amount of input signals. That has a possibility to solve the “Frame Problem” fundamentally, even though the problem remains; how to discover important information effectively.

A big problem in “abstraction” is how the criterion for “what is important information” is decided. “The degree of reproduction” of the original information from the compressed
one can be considered easily. Concretely, the introduction of a sandglass(bottleneck)-type neural network\textsuperscript{(10)}\textsuperscript{(11)}, and utilization of principal component analysis can be considered. A non-linear method\textsuperscript{(12)}, and the way of considering temporal relation\textsuperscript{(13)}\textsuperscript{(14)}\textsuperscript{(15)} have been also proposed. However, it may not match the purpose of the system, and drastic reduction of information quantity through abstraction process cannot be expected because the huge amount of sensor signals has to be reproduced. Back to basics, it is desirable that the criterion for “abstraction” matches the criterion of “optimization” of the system. In other words, the way of “abstraction” should be acquired in the “optimization” of the system.

From the discussions, the third point in this chapter is to put “optimization” of the system before the “understandability” for humans, and to optimize the whole of the massively parallel and cohesively flexible system under one uniform criterion. Furthermore, to eliminate too much interference by humans and to leave the intelligence development to the “optimization” by themselves are included in the third point.

3. Marriage of reinforcement learning (RL) and neural network (NN)

The author has proposed the system that is consisted of one neural network (NN) from sensors to actuators, and is trained based on reinforcement learning (RL). The NN is a parallel and flexible system. The NN requires training signals for learning, but if the training signals are given by humans, they become a constraint on the system optimization, and the NN cannot learn functions beyond what humans provides. RL can generate the training signals autonomously, and the NN can optimize the entire system flexibly and purposively based on the signals. Therefore, the system is optimized in total to generate appropriate motions for getting more reward and less punishment and also to evaluate states or actions appropriately. Sometimes it acquires unexpected abilities because of being free from the constraints that are unwillingly produced by its designer.

On the other hand, RL is usually taken as a learning for actions that appropriately generates the mapping from a sensor space to an action space. By introducing a NN, not only non-linear function approximation, but also acquisition of various function, including recognition and control, through learning to generate better actions are expected. When introducing a

![Fig. 2. The proposed learning system that is consisted of one neural network (NN) from sensors to actuators, and that is trained based on reinforcement learning (RL). Emergence of necessary functions based on the parallel and cohesively flexible learning is expected.](image)
recurrent NN, functions that need memory or dynamics are expected to emerge. Thanking to its parallel and flexible learning system, flexible response to the real world considering various things in parallel is expected.

Comparing with the subsumption architecture that requires prior design of interactions among modules, flexibility, parallelism and harmony are stronger in the proposed system. The entire system changes flexibly, purposively and in harmony, and the interactions between neurons are formed autonomously. That is expected to solve the “Frame Problem” fundamentally. It is also expected that in the hidden neurons, meaningful information is extracted among a huge amount of inputs, and the abstraction is consistent with the system optimization. Furthermore, from the viewpoint of higher functions, since the inside of the NN changes very flexibly, it is possible that necessary functions emerge without prior definition of “what higher function should be developed”, “what signals are inputs” or “what signals are outputs” of the higher function.

It is considered that "symbol emergence" and "logical thinking" is the most typical higher functions of humans. Symbol processing has been separately considered from pattern processing, linking to the difference of function between right and left hemispheres of the brain(16). NNs have been considered as a system for pattern processing. The idea has disturbed the investigation of symbol processing with a NN. Until now, it is not clear how these functions emerge, or which kind of necessity drives the emergence of these functions. However, if symbol processing emerges in an artificial NN with sensory signal inputs, it is expected that the clear boundary between symbols and patterns disappears, and the “Symbol Grounding Problem”(17) is solved. It might be no doubt that the human brain, which is consisted of a natural NN, realizes our logical thinking. Even though it is said that the function of the right hemisphere is different from that of the left one, one hemisphere looks very similar to the other.

At present, in RL, a NN is positioned mainly as a nonlinear function approximator to avoid the “curse of dimensionality” problem(18), and the expectation towards purposive and flexible function emergence based on parallel processing has not been seen. A NN was used in an inverted pendulum task(19) and Backgammon game(20), but since the instability in RL was pointed in 1995(21), function approximators with local representation units such as NGnet (Normalized Gaussian network)(22) are used in many cases(23). In the famous book as a sort of bible of RL(18), little space is devoted for the NN.

However, the very autonomous and flexible learning of the NN is surprising. Even though each neuron performs output computation and learning (weight modification) in a uniform way, the autonomous division of roles among hidden neurons through learning and purposive acquisition of necessary internal representation to realize required input-output relations make us feel the possibility of not only function approximation, but also function emergence and “intelligence”.

As mentioned, it is said that the combination of RL and a NN destabilizes the learning(21). In RBF network(24) including NGnet(22) or tile coding (CMAC)(25)(26), since a continuous space is divided softly into local states, learning is performed only in one of the local states and that makes learning stable. However, on the other hand, they have no way to represent more global states that integrate the local states. The sigmoid-based regular NN has an ability to reconstruct a useful state space by integrating input signals each of which represents local information, and through the generalization on the internal state space, the knowledge acquired in past experiences can be utilized in other situations(27)(28).

The author shows that when each input signal represents local information, learning becomes
stable even using a regular sigmoid-type NN (29). Sensor signals such as visual signals originally represent local information, and so learning is stable when sensor signals are the inputs of the NN. On the contrary, when the sensor signals are put into a NN after converting them to a global representation, learning sometimes became unstable. If the input signals represent local information, a new state space that is good for computing the outputs is reconstructed in the hidden layer flexibly and purposively by integrating the input signals. Therefore, both learning stability and flexible acquisition of internal representation can be realized. For the case that input signals represent global information, Gauss-Sigmoid NN has been proposed where the input signals are passed to the sigmoid-type regular NN after localization by a Gaussian layer (30).

On the other hand, in the recent researches of learning-based intelligence, “prediction” of a future state from the past and present states and actions has been focused on because it can be learned autonomously by using the actual future state as the training signals (13)(31)(32)(14)(33). However, it is difficult and also seems meaningless to predict all of the huge amount of sensor signals. Then it becomes a big problem how to decide “what information at what timing should be predicted”. This is similar to the previous discussion about “abstraction”. A way to discover the prediction target from the aspect of linear independence has been proposed (34). However, same as the discussion about “abstraction”, thinking about the purposive property and consistency with the system purpose, “prediction” should be considered in RL. The author’s group shows that through learning a prediction-required task using a recurrent NN, the function of “prediction” emerges (35) as described later.

Next, how to learn a NN based on RL is described. In the case of actor-critic (36), one emerges as described later. In the case of actor-critic (36), one output unit of the NN is recurrent-type, BPTT (Back Propagation Through Time) (10) can be used. If the neural network is recurrent-type, BPTT (Back Propagation Through Time) (10) can be used.

On the other hand, in the case of Q-learning (37), the same number of output units as the actions are prepared in the NN, and each output \( O_a(S_t) \) is used as the Q-value for the corresponding action \( a \). Using the maximum Q-value for the new sensor signals \( S_{t+1} \) perceived after the selected action \( a_t \), the training signal for the output for the action \( a_t \) at the time \( t \) as

\[
T_{a_t,t} = r_{t+1} + \gamma(\max_{a} O_a(S_{t+1}))
\]

Then, after input of the sensor signals \( S_t \) and forward computation, only the output for the selected action \( a_t \) is trained. When the value range of critic, actor or Q-values is different from...
4. Some examples of learning

In this section, some examples are introduced in each of which emergence of recognition in a real-world-like environment, memory, prediction, abstraction or communication is aimed. To purely see the abilities and limitations of function emergence, the author has intentionally insisted in “learning from scratch”. Therefore, the required functions are still very simple, but it is confirmed that various functions except for logical thinking emerge in a NN through RL almost from scratch. It must be the honest impression for the readers who read this chapter up here that only by connecting from sensors to actuators by a flat NN and training it very simply and generally only from a scalar reinforcement signal, it is just too much for a robot or agent to solve a difficult task or to acquire higher functions from scratch. The author are pleased if the readers feel a new tide that is different from the previous approach in robotics research, and the possibility of function emergence by the couple of RL and a NN. In order to see them from the viewpoint of function emergence, the readers are asked to focus on the ratio of acquired function versus prior knowledge and also the flexibility of the function. The feasibility of the proposed approach and method will be discussed in the next section. The details of the following examples can be referred to the reference for each.

4.1 Learning of flexible recognition in a real-world-like environment

We executed two experiments using two AIBO robots as shown in Fig.3. In one of them(2) that is named “head rotation task”, two AIBOs were put face-to-face as shown in Fig.3(a). The head can be one of 9 discrete states with the interval of 5 degree. The AIBO can take one of the three actions: “rotate right”, “rotate left” and “bark”. When it barks capturing the other AIBO at the center of the image, a reward is given, on the other hand, when it barks in the other 8 states, a penalty is given. In the second task(38) named “walking task”, the AIBO is put randomly at each trial, and walks as shown in Fig.3(b). When it kisses the other AIBO, a reward is given, and on the other hand, when it loses the other AIBO, a penalty is given. The action can be one of the three actions: “go forward”, “turn right”, and “turn left”. In this task, state space is continuous, and the orientation and size of the other AIBO in the image are varied.
As shown in Fig. 4 that is for the case of walking task, the 52 × 40 pixel color image that is captured by the camera mounted at the nose of the AIBO are the input of the NN in both tasks. A total of 6240 signals are given as inputs without any information about the pixel location. The NN has 5 layers, and the numbers of neurons are 6240-600-150-40-3 from the input layer to the output layer. The network is trained by the training signals generated based on Q-learning. The lighting condition and background are changed during learning. Figure 5 shows some sample images in the second task. Since no information about the task is given and no knowledge to recognize the AIBO is given, it is expected for the readers to understand that the learning is not so easy.

The success rate reached more than 90% in the first task after 20,000 episodes of learning, and around 80 or 90% in the second task after 4,000 episodes of learning with additional learning using the experienced episode. Of course, that is far inferior than when a human do the same task, but it is interesting that without giving any knowledge about the task or image recognition, image recognition of the AIBO can be acquired to some extent through the learning with only reward and punishment. What are even more interesting can be found in the analysis of the internal representation of the NN.

At first, the 6240 connection weights from the input neurons to each of the 600 lowest hidden neurons were observed as a color image with 52 × 40 pixels. When the weights are normalized to a value from 0 to 255, the image looks almost random because of the random initial weights. Then the weight change during learning is normalized to a value from 0 to 255. For example, when the connection weight from the red signal of a pixel increases through learning, the corresponding pixel looks redder, and when it decreases, the pixel looks less red. Figure 6 (a) shows some images each of which represents the change of the connection weights to one of the 600 lowest hidden neurons in the head rotation task. In the head rotation task, one or more AIBO’s figures can be found in the image although there are two ways of the
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Fig. 4. The learning system and flow of the signals in the AIBO walking task.
Fig. 5. Variety of images whose pixel values are directly put into a NN as input signals (2). Because the AIBO is located at only one of the 9 locations, it seems natural that AIBO figures can be found in the image, but the place where the AIBO figure appears is different among the hidden neurons. In (a-1), the neuron seems to detect the AIBO at the left of the image, and in (a-5), the neuron seems to contribute to make a contrast whether the AIBO is located at the center or not. It is interesting that autonomous division of roles among hidden neurons emerged just through RL. It is possible that the contrast by simultaneous existence of positive and negative figures contributes to eliminating the influence of lighting condition.

Figure 6 (b) shows the weight change from the view of a middle hidden neuron. The image is the average of the images of 600 lowest hidden neurons weighted by the connection weights from the lowest hidden neurons to the middle hidden neuron. In many of the images of middle hidden neurons, AIBO figure looks fatter. It is possible that that absorbs the inaccurate head control of AIBO due to the use of a real robot.

Fig. 6. Images to represent weight change in some hidden neurons during RL. (a) weight change in 5 lowest hidden neurons during the head rotation task, (b) weight change in a middle hidden neuron during the head rotation task, (c) weight change in 3 middle hidden neurons during the walking task.
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Fig. 7. To see the change of internal representation through RL in the head rotation task, after supervised learning of 2 learning patterns, which are surrounded by a red frame in this figure, the output for 10 test patterns are compared between the NN after RL and that before RL. After RL, the output depends deeply on whether the AIBO exists or not, while before RL, the output depends on the brightness and background.
In the case of walking task, most of the weight images for the lowest hidden neurons are very vague, and in some of them, various vague AIBO figure can be found. Figure 6 (c) shows weight images for 3 middle hidden neurons. Unlike the case of head-rotation task, black and white thin line arranged one above the other can be seen in many images. In this task, since the location and orientation of the target AIBO are not limited, the walking AIBO seems to learn to recognize the target AIBO more effectively by focusing the black area of its face and the white area around its chin or of its body. The neurons as shown in Fig. (c-1)(c-2) seem to contribute to detecting lateral location of AIBO. While the neuron as shown in Fig. (c-3), which has a wide dark-blue area and wide white area, seems to contribute to detecting that the AIBO is closely located, because when the AIBO is close to the other AIBO, the face occupies a wide area of the camera image as shown in Figure 5(c).

It is interesting that the acquired way to recognize the AIBO is different between the two tasks. In the head rotation task, the recognition seems based on pattern matching, while in the walking task, it seems based on feature extraction.

One more analysis about the internal representation is reported. Here, the acquisition of internal representation of AIBO recognition not depending on the light condition or background is shown in the head rotation task. After RL, one output neuron is added with all the connection weights from the highest hidden neurons being 0.0. As shown in Fig. 7, 12 images are prepared. In the supervised learning phase, 2 images are presented alternately, and the network is trained by supervised learning with the training signal 0.4 for one image and -0.4 for the other. The output function of each hidden and output neuron is a sigmoid function whose value ranges from -0.5 to 0.5. One of the images is taken in daytime and bright, and the other is taken at night under fluorescent light and dark, and the background is also different. In the bright image, the AIBO exists in the center, and in the dark one, there is no AIBO. In 6 images, there is the AIBO at the center, and in the other 6 images there is no AIBO. In 6 images, each with AIBO has a corresponding image in the other 6 images. The corresponding images are captured with the same lighting condition and background, and only the difference is whether the AIBO exists or not. In the 6 images, each 3 images have the same background, but different lighting condition. 3 lighting conditions are “daytime”, “daytime with blind” and “night”. The output of the NN is observed when each of 12 images is given as inputs. For comparison, the output is also observed when using the NN before RL. Figure 7 shows the output for the 12 images. After RL, the output changes mainly according to whether the AIBO exists or not, while before RL, the outputs are not influenced so much by the existence of AIBO but is influenced by the lighting conditions and background. When the lighting condition or background is different between two images, the distance between them becomes larger than when the existence of AIBO is different. This result suggests that through RL, the NN acquired the internal representation of AIBO recognition not depending on the lighting conditions and backgrounds.

4.2 Learning of memory with a recurrent neural network (RNN)(39)

Next, learning of a memory-required task using a recurrent neural network (RNN) is reported. In this task, a wheel-type robot can get a reward when it goes to the correct one of two possible goals. One switch and two goals are located randomly, and the robot can perceive two flag signals only on the switch. When the flag1 is one, the correct goal is goal1, and on the other hand, when the flag2 is one, the correct goal is goal2. The inputs of the NN are the signals representing angle and distance to each of the switch and goals, distance to the wall, and also two flag signals. For the continuous motion, actor-critic is employed, and for the necessity of
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Fig. 8. An interesting memory-based behavior acquired through RL. The robot gets a reward when it goes to the correct goal that can be known from the flag signals perceived only on the switch. In this episode, on the way to the goal2, the outputs of all the hidden neurons are swapped to the previously stored ones.

Fig. 9. The change of the outputs of critic and a type 1 hidden neuron during the episode as shown in Fig. 8.

keeping the flag signals, a RNN is used. When it collides with the wall, when the robot comes to the goal without going to the switch, and also when it comes to the incorrect goal, a penalty is given to the robot.

After learning, the robot went to the switch at first, and then went to the correct goal that was known from the flag signals on the switch. When the output of each hidden neuron was observed, three types of hidden neurons that contribute to memory of necessary information could be found. Type1 neurons kept the flag1 signal, type2 neurons kept the flag2 signal, and type3 neurons kept either of the flag1 or flag2 signal is one. After the robot perceived that the flag1 was one on the switch, the output of one of the type1 neurons was reset to the initial value on the way to the goal1. Then the output soon returned to the value representing that the flag1 signal was one. That represents that a fixed-point attractor was formed through learning; in other words, associative memory function emerged through learning.
When some outputs of hidden neurons were manipulated, the robot showed interesting behaviors as shown in Fig. 8. The outputs of all the hidden neurons after perceiving flag1 being one were stored on the way to the goal1. At the next episode, the robot began to move from the same location with the same arrangement of switch and goals as the previous episode, but in this episode, the flag2 was on. After perceiving the flag signals on the switch, the robot approached the goal2. On the way to the goal2, the outputs of the hidden neurons were swapped by the ones stored on the way to the goal1 at the previous episode. Then the robot changed its traveling direction suddenly to the goal1. However, in this case, the goal1 was not the real goal, the robot could not get a reward and the episode did not terminate even though the robot reached the goal1. Surprisingly, the robot then went to the switch again, and finally went to the goal2 after perceiving the flag signals again. The NN during the behavior was investigated. As shown in Fig. 9 (a), the critic output decreased suddenly when the robot arrived at the goal1 as if the robot understood the goal1 is not the real goal. As shown in Fig. 9(b), a type 1 neuron kept a high value after the value swapping, but when it reaches the goal1, the value decreased suddenly. It is interesting to remind us the person who returns to check something again when they get worried.

4.3 Learning of prediction (35)

The next example shows the emergence of prediction and memory of continuous information through RL. In this task, as shown in Fig. 10, an object starts from the left end \(x = 0\) of the area, and its velocity and angle to go are decided randomly at each episode. The object can be seen until it reaches \(x = 3\), but it often becomes invisible at \(x > 3\) or a part of \(x > 3\). The velocity of the object is decreased when it reflects at a wall. The agent moves along the line of \(x = 6\), and decides the timing to catch the object. As input, the agent can receive the signals representing the object or the agent location locally. When the object cannot be seen, the signals for the object location are all 0.0. The agent can choose one of four possible actions; those are “go up”, “go down”, “stay” and “catch the object”. If the agent can catch the object at the place close to the object, the agent can get a reward. The reward is larger when the object is closer to the agent. When it selects catch action away from the object, or does not select catch action before the object reaches the right end of the area, a small penalty is imposed to the agent. In this case, a RNN and Q-learning are used.

After learning, the agent became to catch the object appropriately even though the average reward was a little bit less than the ideal value. It is thought that the complete mechanism of prediction and memory cannot be understood easily, but a possible mechanism was found.
Fig. 11. Abstraction task. One of the two sensors and one of the two motor sets are randomly chosen at each episode. Learning is done for 3 of 4 combinations and the performance of s2-m2 combination is observed.

The agent detected the velocity in the x-direction from the period of staying specific area just before \( x = 3 \). The predicted value that should be memorized until the agent catches the object is not binary. If the memorized information is binary, the RNN can learn to memorize it by forming a bistable dynamics. However, in this case, it was observed that hidden neurons represent non-binary information for a while, and then relay it to the other neurons until the memorized information is utilized. Similar memory function also emerged in the learning of deterministic exploration task(40).

4.4 Learning of abstraction and knowledge transfer(41)

As mentioned before, one of the human’s superior functions is abstraction and knowledge transfer. In our life, completely the same situation or sensor signals at present will never appear in the future. Nevertheless, we can behave appropriately in many cases utilizing our past experiences.

Then a simple task as shown in Fig. 11 is introduced to show the purposive abstraction clearly. An agent has two sensors s1 and s2, and two motor sets m1 and m2. Either sensor can perceive the positional relation of the object from the goal though the way of perception is different between the two sensors. In the same way, either motor set can control the object location though the way of control is different between the two motor sets. At each episode, one sensor and one motor set are selected randomly. The sensor signals from the non-selected sensor are all 0.0. From the view of NN, even though the positional relation of the object and goal is completely the same, the sensor signals from the two sensors are completely different. When the object reaches the goal area, the agent can get a reward.

Three of four sensor-motor combinations are used alternately in learning. The other combination s2-m2 is not used in learning, but just the performance is observed. Figure 12 shows the learning curve. The performance of s2-m2 combination is getting better even though no learning is done for the combination. When two of the four combinations were used in learning, the performance of either of the non-trained combinations did not get better. Through the learning for s1-m1 and s2-m1 combinations, the common representation not
Fig. 12. Learning curve for 4 sensor-motor combinations. The performance is getting better for the s2-m2 combination for which no learning is done.

depending on the used sensor can be obtained in the hidden layer because when the desired output is similar, the hidden representation becomes similar after learning even though input signals are different\(^{(27)}\)(\(^{(28)}\)). Furthermore, through the learning for s1-m2 combination, the mapping from the common representation to the motor set \(m_2\) can be acquired. Since the conventional abstraction methods\(^{(10)}\)–\(^{(15)}\) abstract input signals by watching only the input signals or the time series of them as mentioned, this purposive abstraction obtained by the proposed method cannot be acquired by the conventional ones.

4.5 Learning of communication and binarization of signals\(^{(42)}\)

Last report is concerning about one of the typical higher functions: communication. As shown in Fig. 13, one of two agents can transmit two continuous-valued signals sequentially based on the perceived location of the other agent, but cannot move by itself. The other agent can receive the transmitted signals and move, but it cannot see the other agent. When they meet, that means the receiver agent reaches close to the transmitter agent, they can both get a reward. They are in one-dimensional space, and the receiver agent can reach the transmitter in one step from anywhere when it takes an appropriate motion. As shown in Fig. 14, each of them has a RNN, and the network works to generate two sequential signals or to generate appropriate motion from the two sequential signals received. Furthermore, some noise is added to the communication signals. If the noise level is large, the information of the original signals is lost when the signal has an analog representation.

Fig. 13. Communication learning task. Two signals are transmitted sequentially, and the receiver moves according to the signals. Random noise is added to the signals.
After learning, they could meet in one step in almost all cases. Figure 15 shows two communication signals generated by the transmitter as a function of the receiver’s location in two cases when no noise is added and when a large level of noise is added. It is interesting that when the agents learned in the noisy environment, the signals get to have an almost binary representation even though no one told them to binarize the signals. If the representation is binary, the original signal before adding the noise can be restored. In this task, division of the receiver’s location into 4 states is enough to generate a motion to reach the goal in

Fig. 15. Communication signals acquired through learning. In the case of large noise level(b), the signals have almost binary representation. That means that 2bit serial communication was established through RL.
one step. The sequential two signals represent different information, and the 4 states are represented by the combination of two binary communication signals. The receiver also generates appropriate motions according to the received sequential two signals. It can be said that 2bit serial communication emerged by RL of communication in a noisy environment.

5. Discussions, conclusions and future works

In this chapter, the author has advocated the introduction of parallel and flexible learning system and also the priority on optimization rather than understanding. As a concrete framework, it has been proposed that a neural network (NN) connects from sensors to actuators, and reinforcement learning (RL) trains the NN. The author hopes that through the above examples, the readers have felt a difference from the general approaches in conventional robotics research. From the viewpoint of the ratio of acquired functions vs. the prior knowledge, it is more than expected that even though only a scalar signal as reward and punishment is given except for sensor signals, various functions emerge flexibly, purposively and in harmony by the marriage of RL and a NN. Especially, in the communication-learning task, the gap between the reward for meeting and the establishment of two-bit serial communication is very interesting.

On the other hand, it is also true that the acquired abilities of robots or agents in the above examples have not yet reached the level to compare to human abilities and are insufficient from what the author claimed magnificently in the former part of this chapter. When we, humans, solve some difficult problem, we try to solve it by thinking logically, and a good idea often comes up suddenly. To realize such kind of intelligent and effective processing, an additional breakthrough may have to be waited for. However, the author still believes the proposed approach, which are introduction of parallel and flexible learning system and priority on optimization rather than understanding, is not wrong as a fundamental base to realize higher functions avoiding “Frame Problem” or “Symbol Grounding Problem”.

The tallest wall that the author can see towards the higher functions is “symbol emergence” and “logical thinking”. If it is assumed that symbols are equal to discrete representations, as shown in the communication-learning example(42), noise tolerance can be the necessity for the symbol emergence especially when communication is considered. The result that the two sequential signals are used to represent a piece of information makes the author feel the extensibility to the emergence of word or language. It is not impossible to consider that logical thinking is internalized communication, in other words, the communication from oneself to oneself, and logical thinking may not emerge before the communication with others is learned. If so, the noise tolerance can be the origin of symbol emergence.

Logical thinking has an important role; that is problem solving on a very high-level abstraction space. But, the author cannot imagine that from the necessity of such problem solving, logical thinking emerges. However, it is possible that forming of fixed-point attractors or chaos dynamics promotes symbol emergence. The dynamics makes only small number of isolated internal representations more stable, and on the contrary, makes the other most representations less stable. The author has suggested that fixed-point attractors are formed adaptively and purposively in a recurrent neural network (RNN) through learning(43). Tani’s group has shown some pioneering works in which dynamics of RNN is introduced in robotics research(44).

By introducing a RNN, the function of memory and state evaluation considering past state can be dealt with. However, the author feels the necessity to think more about the time axis in RL. For example, stochastic motion or action selection is usually done for exploration at
each step in RL, but exploration should be designed considering the time axis. Temporal abstraction (45), improvement of the learning ability of RNN, and more flexible operation of time axis also should be considered more. One idea the author think now is that the state is not periodically sampled, but more event-based framework is introduced. Recently, many works suggest that even newborn baby has much talent (46)(47), and it is a well-known fact that a horse can stand up soon after its birth. Furthermore, nowadays, the author has felt the limitation of the “learning from scratch” approach to develop higher functions. At least, our brain does not have a flat structure, but is structured, and the artificial neuron model used here is far simpler than our biological real neuron. The requirement of some modularized structure may be suggested to achieve coexistence of multiple dynamics such as talking while walking. Probably, initial knowledge should be introduced considering that it harms the flexibility as little as possible. The initial knowledge includes initial structure and connection weights, and also constraint of learning process.

Next, let us discuss the biological aspect. It is often said that RL is employed in the basal ganglia (48) and it is also said that the basal ganglia contributes action selection or decision making. Along the idea of function emergence by the couple of RL and a NN, author thinks that RL is highly possible to work in wider area including the frontal lobe, though the coexistence with another learning is not denied. Functions in the brain should be purposive, and RL can realize purposive function emergence. As for the NNs, the difference between artificial NN and biological NN was as mentioned. The author knows there are many negative opinions to Error Back Propagation (BP) learning when it is considered whether our brain employs BP or not. However, effective and harmonious learning and the autonomous and purposive division of roles in the network deeply thank to BP, in the authors’ works. Furthermore, the author thinks that the studies of neurotrophic factors such as NGF (49) suggest us the existence of some backward signal flow for learning in our brain.

In the use of NN in RL, a difficulty has been pointed out (50), but the author does not think it so difficult if you prepare input signals in a local representation. However, when a RNN is used, it is a little bit difficult to adjust learning rate and bias to each neuron. Usually, learning rate should be small for feedback connections, and the bias should be 0 for the neurons in a loop. Setting self-feedback connection weights to be 4.0 often makes learning of memory easy and stable when a sigmoid function whose value range is from -0.5 to 0.5 or 0.0 to 1.0 is used as the output function. The symmetrical value range such as from -0.5 to 0.5 is good for stable learning. BPTT and RTRL are popular learning algorithms for RNNs, but are not practical from the viewpoint of computational cost and required memory capacity even though it is implemented in a parallel hardware. More practical learning algorithm with $O(n^2)$ computational cost and $O(n^2)$ required memory capacity is waited for (51)(52).

The author also thinks that towards realization of higher functions, “growing and developing from a simple form to a complicated one” should be the basic approach on behalf of “functional modularization”. NNs are very flexible and very suitable for the approach. There is also a possibility that a NN structure flexibly and purposively changes according to learning (53)(54). However, it must be a difficult problem to design the growth and development. Introduction of evolutionary process may be inevitable.

Finally, the author would like to propose the necessity of supervision and discussion about this kind of research, considering the possibility of the emergence of out-of-control robots or systems (55).
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Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a very dynamic area in terms of theory and application. This book brings together many different aspects of the current research on several fields associated to RL which has been growing rapidly, producing a wide variety of learning algorithms for different applications. Based on 24 Chapters, it covers a very broad variety of topics in RL and their application in autonomous systems. A set of chapters in this book provide a general overview of RL while other chapters focus mostly on the applications of RL paradigms: Game Theory, Multi-Agent Theory, Robotic, Networking Technologies, Vehicular Navigation, Medicine and Industrial Logistic.
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